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Tanaiste's Introductory Remarks 

Introduction 

Mr Chairman, I am pleased to be here this afternoon to present to you, and to the membership of 

the Select Committee, the Revised Estimates for my Department for 2018. I wish a happy 

International Women's Day to all. 

Today, I will focus on Vote 28, the Vote for the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, and my 

colleague, MoS Ciaran Cannon, will address you afterwards in relation to Vote 27 (International 

Cooperation). 

I would like to say in relation to Vote 27 that the Government is strongly committed to Ireland's 

overseas development cooperation programme and to its place at the heart of our foreign policy. 

The current Programme for Government sets out our ambition to chart a clear pathway towards the 

UN target of providing 0.7% of GNI in ODA and I will be bringing proposals in this respect to 

Government in the near future. 

2018 Estimates and Priorities 

Members will have seen the advance briefing notes provided by my Department on the two Votes 

which summarises the main activities and priorities under each Strategic Programme. For 2018, the 

overall gross estimate for the Foreign Affairs and Trade group of Votes (Votes 27 & 28) is €738m 

compared with €715m in 2017, an overall increase of €23m or +3.2%. 

The Vote 28 priorities for 2018 include: the Passport Reform Programme, Brexit, Northern Ireland, 

provision for urgent capital building and security works in our Missions abroad, continuing 
investment in the Department's global ICT network and addressing increased operating cost 

pressures abroad across the Mission network. 

Chairman, I announced last October the decision by Government to open six new Missions as part of 

the Doubling our Global Footprint Initiative by 2025. 

The Government's overarching ambition under this initiative is to ensure that Ireland is well 
positioned to secure our national interests- and particularly our economic interests - globally. The 
Taoiseach's intention is that a finalised plan will be ready for consideration by Government shortly. 

Our expanded network will enhance Ireland' s visibility globally, extend our influence and position us 

for trade and investment growth in new and existing markets. It will also benefit our citizens 



travelling overseas and will involve reaching out to our Diaspora and exploring new platforms for 

engagement. 

The Programme Structure for Vote 28 corresponds with the Department's Strategy Statement, 2016-

2019 and also mirrors the priorities as set out in the foreign policy review document "The Global 

Island: Ireland's Foreign Policy for a Changing World". This sets out the Department's work in five 

priority areas: supporting our people, engaging actively in the European Union, promoting our 

values, advancing our prosperity and strengthening our influence. These correspond directly with 

Expenditure Programmes A-E in the Revised 2018 Estimates Volume. 

As has been proposed, Mr Chairman, I will now proceed to make some very short introductory 

comments on Programme A, to open the discussion, and once we complete our discussion of this 

Programme, I will then take each of the following Programmes in sequence. 


